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Even early versions of our system are expected to have a 

combination of capabilities not previously found in such displays; its 

3-D image resolution will be significantly higher than CRT-based sys

tems; it will have flexible slice positioning, illumination control 

and complete! y stationary film and project ion components not found in 

any previous film-based sy~tems. Later systems will also allow the 

user to modify the image interactively. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade medical imaging has been improved by the 

invention and clinical use of modalities which map a physica 1 parame

ter in three dimensions. This is in contrast to the previously avail

able modalities such as radiography and scintigraphy which project the 

three-dimensional distrihut.ion of a parameter onto two dimensions. 

Examples of the new three-dimensional modalities are transmission com

puted tomography, in which the parameter mapped is x-ray attenuation; 

emission computed tomography, in which the parameter mapped is 

radioactivity; and n-scan ultrasound echography, in which the parame

ter mapped is echo amplitude. 

Most curren+. sensing systems collect the data slice-by-parallel

slice ar•d display the slices individually on film or on a co~puter

controlled CRT. In many cases it is difficult to coroprehend the 3-D 

object structure without viewing the images in their appropriate .3-D 

relation; indeed some user~ transfer the individual slice-images onto 

a transparent substrate and physically stack these transparencies, 

using various frames or holders to maintain the appropriate distance 

between adjacent images. In crystallography, this is often done on a 

large (meter-sized) scale to display electron density distributions-

-the device is commonly known as a Richards Box (Richards, 1968 ]. 
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In order to take full advantage of such 3-D information, the user 

should be able to view it it' its full 3-D context rather than as iso-

lated measurements. Unfortunately display 

presenting full 3-D informa't.ion-- !!Q! simply 

distribution--have not heen available. 

1.1 B~QlliB~~]]I§ 

1. 1.1 ~2~2 B2!!S1l!!E 

devices for effectively 

a 2-D projection of a 3-D 

The requirements for a 3-D display for medical imaging, tleter

mined by the new data collection devices, are considerable. current 

C~ scanners and other similar imaging devices synthesize images of 

approximately 256 X 256 pix~ls or more. Each pixel may be significant 

to 12 bits, although for display A is adequate [Pizer and Chan, 19791. 

The number of slices forming a complete study varies widely, but up to 

2() can be expected. Preser.ting this number of images with sufficient 

rapidity is taxing for displays which must be refreshed. 

1. 1. 2 

Human perception of 3-D structure is based on a number of inter

acting cues. Among these are stereopsis, kinetic depth effect, head 

motion parallax, perspective, and obscuration of distant parts by clo

ser ones. For our application, perspective is a relatively weak cue 

since our objects do not have rectilinear edges • 
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1.1.2.1 Parallax Effects 

Among the parallax cues, head motion parallax and the kinetic 

depth effect are much stronger than stereopsis. Further, head motion 

parallax tends to be stronger than the kinetic depth effect because of 

the strong coupling between user movements and alterations in the 

viewpoint. In addition, "Lrue" 3-D displays inherently provide head

motion parallax, whereas the kinetic depth effect always requires 

extra computation. 

1.1.2.2 <'bscuration 

Obscuration as a stror,g depth cue depends upon the 3-D space 

being composed of opaque objects. In our application, however, the 

objects are partially transparent, confusing the perception of objects 

in front and in back of then -- making this asset a liability. This 

difficulty is not due to limitations of a particular viewing device 

but rather is fundamental to the display of any 3-D distribution of 

continuous partially transparent data. 

For images which consist mostly of edges, straightforward tran

sparent display may be adesuate. However, in cases in which rrost 

locations have non-zero intensity, as· in computed tomography and in 

ultrasonography, intensities in front and in back of the region of 

interest may obscure structures in the region. To solve this problem, 

Szilard [1973], de Montebello [1977b], and we have suggested that cer

tain regions of interest can be viewed while other regions are 

blanked. The region of ir.terest will still be seen· in three dirren-

sions and in a three-dimensional context but without being obscured by 

other regions. The works of Szilard and de Montebello has indicated 

the usefulness of this idea. 
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We speculate ~hat it will be very useful to allow interactive 

control of not only the slice (s) which are to be illuminat.ed but more 

generally the size, shape, and (3-D) position of a region of interest, 

as well as the intensity of remaining regions. With such controls the 

user could easily (and we believe naturally) a) explore various parts 

of t.he image to determine areas of interest, b) examine various 

regions to different levels of detail, and c) examine closely differ

ent reqions at different times all the time maintaining a strong 

feel for the 3-D context of the examined regions in the image. 

The potential utility of 3-D devices, for medical as well as for 

other applications, has lohg been recognized; the resulting interest 

has led to the development of a variety of designs and prototypes. 

Besides 2Ii!2.S:i!l miii.Q!:§, which is the approach we have chosen, roost 

of the previous systems for 3-D display of grey-scale images have been 

based on 

a) stereo pairs [ Valyus, 1966 ], 

b) smoothly rotating 3-D models on 2-D screens [Sutherland, 

1968; Rougelot r. Schumacker, 1969; Shohat & Florence, 1977; 

~vans & sutherland 1977a, 1977b; Newman & Sproull, 1979; vec

tor General, 19791, 

c) holograms [Leaem & Hirsch, 1968; Huang, 1971; Benton, 1977], 

d) vibrating or rotating mirrors or screens [Withey, 1958; A~ia

.!J.QD l!!ii~!, 19 60: Goldberg, 1962; J:i.!~.s:!I.Q.Dl£2, 1962; 

;l.l!iH:£L!~!.QDJ!.!!t!£~, 1962; Ketchpel, 1963; Harper, 1965; szi

lard, 1973, 1QT7; Mark f, Hull, 1977; Simon, 1977; de Monte

bello, 1977b 1 
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e) arrays of l.enses [Lippman, 

Burckhardt, 1968; Chutjian 

1977a ]. 

Each of these systems have been 

which have kept it from general 

been: 

a) insufficient resolution, 

1908; Ives, 

& Collier, 

burdened with 

use. Among 

1931; Pole, 1967; 

1968; de Montebello, 

one or rrore lirri ta tions 

these limitations have 

b) necessity for rapid movement of bodies of significant mass or 

~oments of inertia, 

c) inconvenient production of images, 

d) insufficient dep ~h cu'"s, 

e) need for powerful computational facilities, and 

f) restrictions to a single observer. 

2. VAFIFOC~L MIP.FOP DISPLAYS: PRINCIPLES 

With varifocal mirror displays, as with all systems based on mir

rors and screens, the perceived position of an image on a screen is 

determined by the position of !:he screen, or if viewed through a rrir

ror, by the position of the mirror and the screen. This perceived 

position may be altered by changing the position of the screen or by 

keeping the screen stationary and moving the mirror. If the position 

of the moving element is varied in synchrony with the presentation of 

a number of images, and if t:his is done with sufficiently high repeti

tion rate, the viewer will perceive all the images in their associated 

positions in 3-space. 
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A disadvantage of moving the screen is that large displacements 

are needed to achieve large 3-D image depth (Szilard, 1973; de Monte

bello, 197"'1 ]. The major advantage of a moving (planar) mirror with a 

stationary screen is that large displacements of apparent ("virtual") 

image can be achieved with relatively small displacement of the mirror 

the ''multiplier effect". 

Systems based on varifocal mirrors, in which a flexible mirror 

changes from concave through planar to convex and back, have a multi

plier effect caused by the changing optical properties of a curved 

mirror f Muirhead, 1961; Traub, 1967, 1968; Rawson, 1968, 1969; Ho.b

good, 1969; .§~i~!!~~ t:!~.!!§, 1977; Bolt Beranek and Newman, 1978 ]. Our 

svstems use this display method. 

The varifocal mirror display was invented 

developed by Traub in 1967, by Rawson in 1968, 

by Muirhead in 1961 and 

and by Hobgood in 1969 

(in the Computer Science Department at. UNC under the direction of one 

of the authors (FPB)). It has been further developed recently at Bolt 

Beranek and Newman Inc. (Sher, 1978] and at the University of Utah 

f Baxter, 197 8 J. The system consists of a varifocal mirror and its 

driving assembly, an irrage presentation device, and system control for 

synchronization (see figure 1). The system control, via the driving 

assembly, causes ... he mirror to vibrate at a certain rate and mode. 

When +.he screen is reflected at a particular depth within the image 

volume, the image presentation comFonent displays the appropriate 

cross-section of the image on the screen. For every cycle of mirror 

vibration, the entire sequence of images is presented (see figure 2). 

Previous work has shown that the varifocal mirror is useful in 

the display of three-dimensional slice-type distributions and has the 

following advantages over other schemes mentioned above: 

a) It requires no substantial computer nor expensive optics. 

b) It requires small movvment of little mass to achieve the 3-D 

imaqe • 
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r----=--=--------~----~----------------------------------------------------1 
\ I 
! --------- I 
~ ------ Screen I 
I 1 
I !HAG£ PRESENTING .A I l SYSTEM Viewer I 
l A«plifiers I 

Timing Pulse 

II SYSTEM CONTROL 

Waveform 
Generator 

MIRROR ASSEH3l Y 

I I 
I Figure 1: General Configuration I 
l_ ______________________________________________________ j 

c) It allows flexible modification of the 3-D image being 

viewed, if suitatle iMage-presentation is used. 

d) It produces large ima<;es (a 20 em. cube is straightforward), 

viewable from .many argles by rrore than one observer at a 

tirre. 

e) It is mechanically stable. 

The varifocal mirror has the following limitations: 

a) The data must he presented in order of depth within the irrage 

volume. 
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I I 

I I 
1 -i~al 1 
I Hirror I 

I 
Image Presenting 

1 Screen c 

I . ~ 2-: 
1 o -······-··n -····1\ 

1

\ 0. .... .. . ... . . . - - - - - -- ' ··--..... 1:::-:-·· !J 

I 
I 

... ·.·.~~~:::.";.::;~:~:=::.!. 7- ----------- - ....:::. -- ........... 

Viewer Virtual Image 

Figure 2: General Concept 

L----------------------------------------------------·----------------~ 

b) The images can be viewed only from directions within approxi

ma~ely 45° from perpendicular to the planar mirror surface. 

Since +he presentatiotc can easily be reversed front to back 

by changing the mirror synchronization by one half rrirror 

cycle (assuming anomalous perspective correction is rrade) , 

the range of possible viewing angles is doubled -- to approx

ima•ely o~e-third of all possible angles. It is not clear 

whether the restriction on viewing angle is important, but if 

so, this problem can be overcome, with appropriate computing 

resources, by interpolating coronal and sagittal slices and 

displaying these. 

c) The device produces a hum, which can be disturbing, though 

all but insignificant noise can be avoide-d by vibrating a 

carefully designed mi~ror stric+ly sinusoidally. 
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d) TherE: is a prol:>lem of variable magnification IIi t h depth 

(sorretiwes calle<l anomalous perspective) [Traub, 1%7; Raw-

son, 1969; Hobqood, 1969]. This is easily corrected by rrag-

nifyinq the collected slices before presentation. 

3. 111~-GE PPESENTATION FOF VliFIFOCAL MIFPCR DISPLAYS 

In schemes based on rotating or vibrating mirrors or screens, the 

system m11st be provided with successive planar images rraking up the 

three-dimensional intensity distribution. This matches well with 

ul trasonograpby and cowputed tomography, for these produce images of 

parallel slices. To form an apparently continuous three-space iwage, 

different sections m11st be displayed at a rate above the motion fusion 

frequency of the human eye, about twelve views per second. To form a 

flicker-free image, a complete image must be refreshed at a rate above 

the eye's flicker frequency, about 30-40 images per second. Assuming 

1') +o 20 different sections, the system must be capable of presenting 

300 to 800 two-dimensional images in a seco·nd. 

Various system considerations rray demand considerably higher 

image presentation rates for certain portions of the mirror cycle. As 

indicated above, noise cor.siderations make sinusoidal mirror motion 

desirable. !his motion implies a nonlinear relation between time and 

the perceived position of image in the 3-D image-volume. Ill so, we do 

not wish to restrict image collection to a particular spacing scheme. 

Furthermore, since the shaie of the mirror may be slightly different 
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d•1rinq •he convex-to-concave phase from the concave-to-convex phase, 

it is often convenient to utilize only half of each mirror cycle for 

display • In addition, the organization of image presentation is sim-

plifien by using only one half-cycle. All of the above considerations 

combine to require instantaneous iroage presentat.ion rates far in 

excess of the average. For instance, with only one half cycle used, 

if two images in the middle of a 20 ern image volume are 5 rrro apart, 

they have to be presented within 250 rricroseconds of each other, equi

valent to a rate of about 4000 images per second. 

Two methods of image presentation have previously been explored: 

a) fast CPT displays supported by high-speed memory, and b) fast move

ment of film. The CPT displays require no rroving parts and allow 

flexibile image modification. Their technology, however, ha!O not yet 

developed to the point where many hundred high-quality video irrages 

can be drawn in a second. CRT displays for these applications conse

quently have largely been restricted to presentation of line drawings. 

An exception is the system developed by Mark and Hull [1977]. This 

system, with a specially built CRT using the latest technology, is 

still restricted to +.hree-dimensional images consisting of a srrall 

number of raster elements (128 X 128), grey levels (4 bits), and 

slices (12). In addition, all CRT's for this application need spe

cial, short-persistence phosphor to prevent images from smearing in 

depth. 

Systems based on fast movement of film have been developed by 

Rawson [ 19681, Szilard ( 1973, 1977 ], and de Montebello ( 1977b). l'ilm 

is cheaper and produces higher image quality than CRT's. Unless one 

resorts to rephotographing, however, modifications of the iroages are 

severely limited with these systems. Further complications are incur

red by the .need for fast mechanical rrovement of the fi 1m and control 

of +:he liqht projecting +he image. Moreover, because rapid nonlinear 

rrovemen+: of film is prohibitively difficult, these systems severely 

limit slice spacing • 
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Developers of ~hree-dimensional displays based on parallel 

collected slices disagree or: the number of slices reguired to produce 

the impression of continuity in depth. Some authors, e.g. Szilard 

f 19731, have stated that around ten is enough, while others, e.g. Mark 

and Hull [ 1977] and de Montebello [1977b], have stated that many tens 

are required. The authors preferring few slices seem to have had sys

tems which displayed each slice with long persistence, whereas those 

preferring many slices seem to have had systems which displayed them 

each for a few microseconds only. Systems with short persistence 

require many slices to produce fusion, while systems with long persis

tence limit the number of slices. Clearly, control of persistence is 

desirable. 

3 • 2 Q !!~!!!l!.T.!.QJ! 

As discussed previously one of the major problems of comprehend

ing a 3-D grey-scale image is the obscuration of detail by parts of 

the image in front or in back of the region of interest. We propose 

interactive specification of the region of interest to be illuminated 

or highlighted. 

Szilard and de Montebello have developed mechanisms to irrplerr.ent 

this approach. szilard's approach is to vary the brightness of the 

illuminating source wi"h the slice being projected. This allows rela

tive intensification only of slabs parallel to the collected slices. 

De Montebello's approach involves interposing a movable filter between 

the film and the screen. This allows the relative intensification of 

any slab perpendicular ~o the slice planes. 

~s indicated before, ~he solution which we are developing (the 

systems to be described iL later sections of the report) involves 

enhanced illurrina tion (" h ighl igbt ing") of a reg :han of interest and 
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interac':ive specification of its location antl size. With such a 

capability the user would "roam" tbe space (with a 3-D joystick of 

some kind) 

explo:!:'ing a 

in a manner roughly analogous 

cave with only the light on his 

to a miner or a spelunker 

helmet as a guide. (The 

analogy, in fact, 

has to illuminate 

is more limited than our solution; a miner's lamp 

everything in its path, while our "highlighting" 

con~rol clearly does not.) 

Jl.nother attack on the problem of one region obscurirlg another is 

with the use of a pseudo-color representation of intensity [Szilard, 

19731. Use of color may also it does increase the perceived dynamic 

range of the display, as in two-dimensional display. Unless these 

colors are chosen carefully, however, 

cau~e confusion. 

the overlapping of colors may 

4. UNC VAFIFOCAL-MIRFOF 3-D DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

our development of 3-D display systems based on varifocal mirrors 

is planned to encompass several phases, each phase producing a differ

ent system. The systems each consist of the three major components 

outlined earlier: the mirror and its driving assembly, the image pre

sentation unit, and the system control. In each phase we enhance one 

or more of these components. 

Our first system consisted of an existing image 

unit, a real-time line-drawing graphic system (a vector 
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3) the computer host of the line-drawing system (a DEC PDP-11;45) as 

the system control, and an aluminized Mylar mirror driven sinuisodally 

by a loud speaker (see figure 3). The principal purpose of this sirr- • 

ple system was to develop and to test the mirror and its driving 

asserrbly. 

r--====-------~ ----------------:====-==-====-=----=--:-----==----:-:::-=--1 
1 I 
~~ I 
I I Vector 

General 

I l I~G£ PRESENTING 
SYSTEM 

I I ~ 

/ \\ Var~focal 

.b= I I 

I I 
A ~I// 

Viewer 

Amplifiers I I 

Sinewave .. I I 
I l 
I l Generator 

I I Timing Puise 

I PDP-11 I 
MIRROR ASSEMBLY 

I I l SYSTEM C~TROL I 
I Figure 3: Line-drawing o:ystern Confiouration I 
I I 
l----------------------------------------------------------------J 

The mirror was made of .001 inch thick silvered polyester rrounted 

in an alurrinum frame such that the vibrating surface was 31 em. in 

diamecer (see figure 4). ~ith the help of L. Sher, the mirror mount 

was especially designed cO produce even surface tension without 

wrir•kles. (See figures 5 and 6 for rrount details.) Such care is 
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necessary if the vitrating mirror shape is always to be spherical, 

thus producing undis~orted images. 

~-----------=--=-----------=---------=--==----=--===---=-=-==---------------1 

I 

l 

I I ! . I 
I · I 

[_-------------~~::::_~~-:~:::_:::::~_:::::_:':·~~~~~~~~~~~~----~] 
Because this kind of a mirror can be ~ade to vibrate over a wide 

range of ~odes and freque~ecies, it is ideal for experimentation. 

However, such a mirror is more prone to undesirable modes of vibration 

than a semi-rigid self-resonant mirror, as develofed by L. Sher at 

Bolt 3eranek and Newman. Nevertheless, with our 31 em diameter mirror 
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I ~~ II 
J ____...,:....__ Gaskets Mylar 

I --? > I 
Cla~ Jl em. Plexiglass 

J Ring 

I 
Back Ring 

I 

t 
finger 
Screw 

I . 5 . . 1 F~gure : M~rror Mount Des~gn l ____________________________________________________________________ j 

was, we were able to ol:tain no discernible distortion in 3-D images up 

to 30 em in depth. 

The mirror was vibrated by placing a 10-inch woofer behind the 

mirror surface but within ~he mount (see figure 7). The woofer was 

driven sinusoidally at 40 Hz to match the frame rate of the Vector 

General image presentation unit. An interrupt from this unit at the 

beginning of each frame was used to determine the frequency and phase 

of a sinewave generator, ~he output of which was amplified to drive 

the speaker. 
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I t t 
1 finger Plexigla:.;s Back Riny l'lHmp~> I 
f Screw Ring 
I 

I ,;goce " ""•' 'oon< oe<oil I l ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

The mirror should ideally be position•d a) to allow the user a 

!l'axirouro number of comfortable viewing angles, in which case the mirror 

should face the viewer, and b) to rrinimize keystone distortion, in 

which case the mirror should face the image presenting screen. Since 

these two conditions are hard to satisfy simultaneously, an 

orientation in between the cwo extremes is usually adopted • 
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I 

I Figure "7: Speaker and Back of Mount (with Mirror in Place) 

L--------------------------------------------------------------------' 

Figure 8 shows the mirror and image presenting unit of the line-

drawing version of our system. Their orientation was selected for 

maximum ease of 

keystone effect. 

experimeLtation, 

~ests using this 

with ider,tified rectangular prism 

approximately 1 00 image slices. 

but it produced a significant 

system we1:e done by generating a 

front and back faces composed of 

The distance be+.ween the screen and the mirror affects both the 

range of viewing angles and the irrage depth. Details of irrage 

position as a function of mirror center excursion, mirror diameter, 

and mirror-to-screen distance can be found in Hobgood [1969] and in 

Cohen r 1979 ]. For our mirt·or, an exctlrsion of ±6 ..rom, combined with a 
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I 
Figure 8: Line Drawing System Showing Uncorrected Cube 

I 

L--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

30 err mirror-to-screen dis1:ance produced our desired volume of about 

20 err cubed. 

The second version of our system has as its objective the derrons-

tration of high-resolution 

tion of the properties of 

grey-scale 3-D display and the investiga~ 

such display. In order to achieve such 

resolution, the slice images are photographed and presented via high-

speed projector. This version utilizes the mirror and driving assem~ 
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bly from the first version and uses a microprocessor (Heathkit 6800) 

for systerr control, and a specially built projector described below. 

Although ·the image presentation unit of this system does not per

mit interactive modification of the 3-D image, it is well sui ted to 

the display of CT and ultrasound images, which are normally recorded 

as parallel slices on film and which normally contain less than 20 

slices. In addition we shall discuss later in this paper ways in 

which this approach can be extended to uses with interactive require-

In order to avoid the constraints imposed by high speed motion 

picture projection, our system uses a special projector, a rrodified 

version of Picker Corporation's Image Tunnel Projector [Sana et al, 

19181; it allows full choice of the time and duration for the display 

of each slice and involves r;o m.echanical motion. The projector con

sists in effect (bnt not ir, fact) of many slide projectors with a) 

optics to focus the images on a common screen and b) control of which 

slice (or slices) is displayed at any time. 

The optics consist principally of a mirror tunnel of square 

cross-section with a lens at the end closest to the array of irrages 

and a small back-projection screen at the other end (see figure 9). 

Figure 10 shows how these optics project an image from the array 

onto the screen by reflecting the image within the mirror tunnel. 

Figure 11 shows how the optics project each image from the array onto 

the same screen, with the r.umber of reflections in the mirror tunnel, 

and thus the orienta+ion of the projected image, dependent on the 

position of the frame in the array. The photographs in the array are 

mounted so that the images will all be projected in the same 

orienta•ion. 

(Since +his system's linage presentation rate is flexible, 30 hz 

rather than the previous 40 -- was chosen to allow wore relaxed 

control prograwming and less audible speaker hum.)- our prototype 
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I 

r--------------------------------------------------------------------, 

l 
I 

I 

l 
1 

I 
I 
I Figure 9: Picker Iwaqe TUnQel Projector Prototype with Array 

l-------------~le::~~-~~-~~~::~:~:~--------------------------------1 
uses the s!raightforward a~proach of illumination of each slice by a 

xenon flash tube. The microprocessor generates pulses which trigger 

each flash tube at the appropriate time (see figure 12). Each slice 

irrage must be separately illuminated with a duration limited to a few 

hundred microseconds or less and repeatable at rate of approximately 

30 Hz. 

The various components of this system have recently been 

completed; the overall system is currently being integrated. 

I 
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I 
I 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I 

Output 
Image 

II,~~~ 
Images in 

I Absence of 

.;.. 

. ' . . ' 
• 

.· / .· / .,. 
. / 

.:.--.,. 

focusing 
lens 

.·· 

.. '/ .. ·~ .. ··/ .· , .·· / .·. / .· / .. ·· / .·· / .·· / .·· / .· ; .· .· , 
Image 
Array 

I 

I Minoc Tunnel I 
l I 
l Figure 10: "irror Tunnel Folding Rays frorr Single Point j' L_ _______________________________________________________________ _ 

The planned next version of our 3-D display will attempt to pro

vide increased comprehension of the 3-D image by allowing rrore flexi

ble illumination control. Specifically in this version the intensity 

and the duration of each slice will be independently controlled, thus 

allowing a) dirr illumination, rather than blanking, of slices around 

the current region of inter~st, and b) variable effective thickness of 
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~-------------~-=~----==-:_=-=--.. ~==--------------------------~--------~ 
l 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Output -
Screen 

Figure 11: 

Mirror Tunnel Focusing 
LeM 

Projecting Multiple Images onto 

, .. .,. 
Array 

Single Screen 

·------------------------
__________________ _j 

a slice within the 3-D imag~. These capabilities are to be achieved 

by replaci~g the previous v~rsion•s flash tube illuminations with con

stantly lit bulbs each capable of variable intensity and high-speed 

electronic shutters in front of each element of the array (see figure 

13) • 

This version 

con~roller, with 

mirror and mirror 

will incorporate our present 

appropria~e software modifications, 

driving assembly, (although we are 

acquisition of a semi-rigid, self-resonant mirror) • 

rricroprocessor 

and our present 

considering the 

Due to the 

varying light loss in ~he mirror tunnel and the difficulty of 
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r-----------------------------------------------------~=-=------~=---, 

I 
Flash Tubes --- - IHAG£ PRESENTING \

1 

I ggffi I 
Screen Varifocal 

I o1, .. ge I 
I

I 0 1 Array ~::,:~t ~Q~u:__-------
1 o 1 01 n 

I 
1 
' 
I 

0 I Mirror -----
Tunnel -----

Condenser 
lenses 

Figure 12: 

A Viewer 

~----~0 

Microprocessor 

SYSTEM CONTROL 

Front/Back 
Suppress Control 

Timing Pulse 

Sinewave 
Generator 

MIRROR 
ASSEKILY 

system Configuration with Flash Tube Projec<:ion 

I 
I 
I '---------------------

___________________________ ___J 

alignment, is possible that an array of individual 

replace <:he presen<: mirror tunnel, although the alignment 

of <:wenty lenses seem to have their own complexities. 

configuration of this system is shown in figure 111. 

lenses will 

and matching 

The flanned 

The final system we are currently planning will use multiple 

CRT's in place of the film projection unit. 

allow flexible control of 
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,-------------~-==~~====~-=~----~=~=~~~~------~--------------,1 
f Intensity 

I ~~ 01 t~- I 
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\ Screen f 
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a) ~he size, shape, position, and illumination characteristics 

of the highlighted region of interest, 

b) interactive image modifications such as intensity mapping and 

edge enhancement, 

c) input of non-parallel slices and, 

inpu':, 

indeed, arbitrary 3-D 

d) rotation of the 3-D image to allow viewing from any orienta

tion, 

e) 3-D dynamic images (e.g. gated studies, animation), 
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f) accurate correction of distortion under program control, and 

q) easy measuremen~ of distances within virtual volume. 

We note that the system's organization can be viewed either as a 

modi.fica tion of the previous version 

alternatively, as multiple connected, 

tial line drawing projectior• system. 

with CRT's replacing film, or 

co-operating copies of our ini

We note further that the corrpu-

tational requirements for such a 

portion to the volume of data 

system are not only increased in pro

but more sharply due to interaction 

among various parts of 

data attempted, not 

the data. For example, 

only would each of the 3-D 

were rotation of 3-D 

pixels need to be 

transformed but also +he order of display of these would have to be 

recorrputed. 
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We propose to solve these problems with a nurrber of 

semiautomonous processing modules each controlling a separate CPT. 

These modules would all receive data from a central broadcast control

ler and would have an additional system of interconnections to relieve 

congestion when one module became overloaded (see figure 15). This 

multiple CFT system is expected to have all the capabilities of single 

CPT systems while alleviating their most serious problerr--that cf pre

senting slice-iages at sufficiently high rates. 

OBSERVER 

I 
Figure 15: Tentative System Organization with Multiple CRT's I 

ana Processing Units j 
------------------------------------------------

An issue which rerrains to be resolved is whether sufficient light 

intensity can be generated from CFT's, given the optical pathways that 

are required. We are encouraged in this regard by the availability of 

high output CPT's in consumer projection video systems and the rapid 

development of non-Cl'lT {e.g. liquid crystal) graphic displays • 

In conclusion, we speculate that part of the reason, in certain 

applications, for collecting 3-D information in parallel slices is the 
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lack of an effective 3-D viewing device, since corrprehension of a 3-D 

structure frorr a set of isolated slices in other than this sirrple 

arrangement would be exceptionally difficult. However, with an 

effective 3-D viewing device not biased toward slices, the collection 

process for 3-D data rrigh':. become more flexible and effective. In 

ultrasonography, for example, freedom to explore in three dimensions 

by transducer angle and position would reduce problems presently 

associated with obstructions such as tone and gas. 

5. SUIIIIARY 

We have cutlined +he major issues of 3-D display and the techni

cal development of a series of such displays which we are building for 

applications, such as medical imaging, for which data most often is 

collected as a set of cross-sectional slices. These displays, all 

based on varifocal mirrors, attempt to overcome the major limitation 

of all such displays--that of presenting image data with sufficient 

speed and flexibility. Parallel optical image presentation techniques 

have been found useful both to overcome this bottleneck and also to 

allow possibilities for parallel processing among semiautonomous digi

tal display units. Affordable computational and display components to 

irrplement these systems are expected to become available in the near 

future. 

We expect that a true 3-D display will significantly increase the 

ease of understanding 3-D data and thus the usefulness of 3-D irraging 

devices, just as 2-D displays (B-scans) of ultrasound data are gener

ally rr.ore useful than a collection of one-dimensional A-scans. 
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